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Libby Knowles relates her experience as a Barlow Robbins LLP 
trainee

I joined Barlow Robbins in September 2016 having spent several years working as a 
paralegal and in business development. My previous work experience really helped 
me decide what type of law firm I wanted to work for and Barlow Robbins was ideal 
for me; large enough to provide a variety of work with elite clients, but not so large 
that I would just become another number as a trainee. So far the firm has exceeded 
my expectations about how my training contract would be.

I spent my first seat in the Schools and Charities department. As this was an area I 
knew very little about I found it rather daunting, but the team could not have been 
more welcoming. Straight away I was given responsibility, but always with the right 
amount of supervision so that I did not feel totally lost. Within the first few weeks 
I was drafting Articles of Association, support staff contracts and attending client 
meetings. I was also lucky enough to attend several preliminary hearings during my 
time with the department, which having never attended an employment tribunal, 
gave me a good insight into employment law and made me appreciate how diverse 
the department’s work is. By the end of my 6 months with the team, my confidence 
had grown and I felt able to deal with any challenges that came my way.

I have recently moved to the Private Wealth and Tax department in Guildford. Within my first week of joining the 
department I was preparing Lasting Powers of Attorney, Executor Oaths, completing Inheritance Tax forms and attending 
client meetings. Again, the team has been so welcoming and I always feel like I can ask questions if I am ever unsure. 
Even though it is such a different area of law, I have been able to transfer the skills I learnt in my first seat to my second 
seat. I am therefore confident of being able to handle the challenges that this new area of law will bring and be able 
to become a valued member of the department. I am looking forward to expanding my knowledge and continuing to 
develop my skills throughout the duration of this seat.

I have been so impressed with Barlow Robbins. They put a lot of time and effort into training the trainees and encourage 
them to get involved as much as possible with social and marketing events. Even before I joined I was invited to the 
Christmas and summer parties which was a great way to meet people and made my first day slightly less intimidating. 
There is also a mentoring scheme where trainees are paired with a senior solicitor who you can discuss anything with in 
an informal setting.

Overall Barlow Robbins has been a great place to train. The fact that you are given responsibility from the first day really 
sets them apart from other firms and shows how much they value their trainees. Although I am really only just beginning 
my training contract, I feel that by the end of the two years I will be fully equipped with the skills and knowledge of which 
ever area I qualify into. 


